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MD 112 MINI DISK DRIVE PRODUCT SPECIFICATION 

1.0 SCOPE 

This document describes the physical and functional characteristics and the specification of the 
Burroughs MD 112 Mini Disk Drive. 

2.0 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

The following documents are related to this specification. In the event of a conflict between this 
speCification and the related documents. this specification shall have precedence. 

Related Document 

Implementation Interface 
Specification 

Logic and Semantic Interface 
Specification 

Formatted Disk Specification 

3.0 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

3.1 General 

Specification 

18838722 

18837773 

18837419 

The MD 112 Mini Disk Drive is a random access storage device that uses two removable a-inch flexi
ble Mylar~ disks as storage media to provide 10.6 million bytes of on-line storage and unlimited off
line storage. 

The dnve contains an Advanced Microprocessor Controller (AMC) which performs many of the func
tions traditionally required of a Host system controiler. The AMC accepts Host controller commands 
and translates them into basic control signals for the drive to execute. The presence of the AMC allows 
the Host system to address data by logical sector rather than head. track and physical sector. Some of 
the functions performed bV the AMC are: 

Logical to phYSical address translation. 

File search usmg Host supplied parameters. 

Sector relocation. 

Error detection. retry and correction 

Media wear monitoring and War:~in9 

Error logging and analysIs. 

Confidence/diagnostic tests. 

The drive is intended for use as a data storage or a program and data load/dump device for data pro
cessing. word processing. or data entry/collection systems. 

TM --- Mylar is a registered trade name of DuPont 

PfH}Pfl;rrt.ll.hY Qt'>.T.;~ :r".~ 'n'ftl'''~:~J~l''"··. cor~t.alm!.'·-Q;r. ?!ws r.kh:'\H·n~nt l§ pt.(llOl"·S'!.,a.ry t~·, S.:- ~:vV';~.~~ (.o';~X»5i·!jon T'~e 
.'.ni~);m~H tg: !:', ~;~ .. '\. ~. ~:. n~a ".~ ~~~ shown fp.pro~.h.J~;Wj f;~ C~".1f:\n';.ed ~tj'!.'s"d~ Bw' .. ,:;~ .. ; :.t1~.r;:8~;o'·~ Wi!~Ol.l!' 
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Figure 1. MD 112 Mini Disk Drive. Overall Layout and Dimensions 
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3.2 Functional Components 

The MD 112 Mini Disk Drive consists of functional subassemblies which are mounted on an aluminum 
casting. The casting provides the structural strength required for accurate head positioning. 

The drive may be divided into two major categories. mechanical and electronic. 

3.2.1 Mechanical Assemblies 

3.2.1.1 Disk Positioning Mechanism 

Disks are inserted Into the drive through the two facla doors (see Figure 1) The disk jackets have an 
arrangement to latch the disk in place when it is inserted into the drive. 

I n addition to the jacket. each disk also has a protective outer sleeve. When a disk is Inserted Into the 
drive a mechanism in the dnve ensures that the dIsk is fully in the home position and latched before 
the sleeve can be Withdrawn The protective sleeve must be in place before a disk may be withdrawn 
from the drive. ThiS ensures that the magnetic media is always covered except when in the drive. 

Disk location IS achieved With a cone assembly passing through the disk mounting hole and sliding 
mto a female recess In the spIndle The cone also carries the disk clamping nng that clamps the disk to 
the spindle. The cone assembiy IS mechanically activated by door movement. 

3.2.1.2 Spindle and Motor Drive 

The spindle is common to both disks and is located between them. It has a female recess at each end 
for the cone assembly for each disk. The spindle assembly is mounted to the main casting and is driven 
by a doc motor via a speed reducing puiley and belt. Motor speed is maintained within limits by a servo 
system using optical feedback from the spindle. 

When either door is opened. the drive motor stops. both disks go off line, and the carriage retracts to 
the home pOSition. ThiS action wlii interrupt any operation in progress and will cause the device to 
report to the Host system that the drivels} is not ready. 

Either door may be mdlvldually locked under program control. The drive will operate properly with only 
one disk inserted, provided both doors are closed. 

3.2.1.3 Positioner (Actuator) 

The POSitioner IS a linear voice-COd type for high performance and accuracy. It consists of a moving coil 
mounted on a carriage assembly which moves along linear bearings within a permanent magnet 
assembly. Four heads. one for each surface, are mounted on the arms of the carriage assembly. 

A closed-loop servo system positIons the read/write heads using feedback from an optical grating 
mounted on the carriage assembly (refer to paragraph3.2.2.2). The Positioner is capable of continuous 
operation. 

3.2.1.4 Heads 

Two pairs of heads. one pair for each disk, are mounted via a compliant suspension to the Positioner 
carnage assembly. When loaded. two heads are in contact with each disk and are arranged so that the 
core of one head uses one leg of the opposing catamaran as a pressure pad and vice versa. 

PR>::S:·'·QI~:Tfo.,n~· ~).,";. ;"t;,.. !~-:--:,: ,:~.!. ,," ':;"':j-~ ~·~n\~~{"·,~.!O ~t'. !l;"" ~:n{..:,;m&.r:~~;. f.)f.;;~r"'r.~'..H'·:<' ~~~ g.:rq;t: !~l.'·' {>:"::":~~~':~"'J';~' 'ft't"! 
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Figure 2. Drive • Left Side View 

Figure 3. Drive - Right Side View 
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3.2.1.5 Disks 

The disk used for this drive is a pre-initialized 8-inch Mylar disk. 

3.2.2 Electronic Assemblies 

The electronic circUitry is subdivided into four major groups 

a. Data channel electrOniCS 

b. Positioner electronics 

c. Device controller 

d. Motor speed control 

The Data Channel cirCUits and POSitiOner cirCUits are primarily analog in nature and are on a iarge 
printed circuit board mounted In a plane parallel to the surface of the disks (see Figure 2; 

The Device Control:ef is contained in six smaller printed circuit boards mounted perpend:cui,d~ to the 
piane of the disks m a card cage at the back of the drive (see Figure 3). 

The Motor Speed Control and drive cirCUits for the door latch solenoids and Indicator lamps are 
mounted on a small printed cirCUit board parallel to. and on the opposite side of the drive from. the 
Data Channel CircUits. 

3.2.2.1 Data Channel Electronics 

The Data Channel electronrcs consist of circuits to provide head selection. MFM encode/decode, 
read/write, data separation. and clocking. In addition. a cirCUit is present to read the servo tri-bits to 
prOVide Positioner calibration mformation to the Device Controller. 

3.2.2.2 Positioner Electronics 

The Positioner electronics consist primarily of a closed-loop servo system operating in both velocity 
and position modes under the supervision of the Advanced Microprocessor Controller. 

3.2.2.3 Device Controller 

The Device Controller accepts and executes commands from the Host system and provides data and 
status to the Host system 

The Device Controller consists of three functional blocks: 

a. Advanced Microprocessor Controller (AMC) 

b. Host Interface Circuitry 

c. Data Channel Control and Buffers. 

The Device Controller is capable of executing the full set of functions (commands and status reports) 
described in paragraph 8.2 - Logic and Semantic Interface. 

Overall control of the drive is via the Advanced Microprocessor Controller with its associated prn{1ram 
store. scratchpad memory. and input/output latches. The AMC contains routines to control the basic 
functions of the Positioner and the Data Channel and to execute the retry procedure. the relocation of 
faulty sectors. the correction of data errors using the error syndrome. and the maintenance test 
routines. 

PROPR Iff 11 ~ " ~.~~'~ °r;~ "f"i"';.:~'" ~"'''~C'':>'"} ':nra.~'I!'1fJd ."1 th:s; dnC\,;>fnnnt is Pfr:~:,,'~~~r.y 1;~ BUfrm.H"!'l:%- Cn"m:-" :1· ·f">f' Tt1~ 

t:1~('.rn'iH,;,n ');", 'r",' .;j("~ '.;""'';''/'1. '~t nn~ !,~~ t;;tH1\·~r"l r~n!'O:1u(;~d. (H' dls<ioo:;ed ,ry.._n~,1~ FlHt~·nuni:..:; (:()1iJ·.1f'?':'~·H1 \.~F~h!1H~ 
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The Host Interface Circuitry contains line drivers and receivers as well as the parity generation and 
check circuits. 

The Data Channel' Control. in addition to its basic function. also contains two 256-byte buffers to ac
commodate asynchronous transfer of data to and from the Host system. 

4.0 OPERATIONAL FEATURES 

4.1 Storage and Retrieval Features 

The following features pertain to the basic storage and retrieval functions of the MD 112 Mini Disi< 
Drive. For a full description of the commands executable by the drive. refer to the Logic and Semantic 
Interface specification identifIed in paragraph 2.0. 

"" "i1r:al Addressing 

The followin\:j ,.;'IiMns app!v in the contex~ ~(MD 112 addressing 

Drive - One of two removable disks 

Sector-·- One of forty-eight (48) physical subdivisions of a track. capable of storing 256 bytes 
of data. 

Biock -- One of 20.774 logical subdivisions of a "drive." capable of storing 256 bytes of data. 

The Host system. through the Host controller. addresses data by drive and block number. The AMC 
translates the block number to a surface. track and physical sector address. This translation takes into 
account any relocation of defective sectors. 

4.1.2 Implicit Seek 

The Host system accesses the disk by Issuing a READ or WRITE command to the AMC together with 
three parameters: drive number. block number and number of bytes to be transferred. After 
translating the block number to physical head. track and sector address and checking the sector 
relocation table (RAM) for possible relocation. the AMC positions the actuator over the selected track 
and begins reading sector addresses. 

When the read/write head IS one sector before the requested block. the drive informs the Host con
troller through the N-SECTORS-BEFORE-READ or N-SECTORS·BEFORE-WRITE status indication. 

4.1.3 Search 

The drive has the capability to search a file for data content that satisfies a condition relative to a tag 
argument. This capability is implemented via the SEARCH command (refer to paragraph B.n 
In the SEARCH command. the Host system supplies parameters definmg the type and scope of the 
search and the tag argument to be used. Conditional tests available are: 

equal to 

not equal to 

less than 

less than or equal to 

greater than 

n"{L~ Dn~:i;"' .. ~r~·..:; ::; 'f;--.~: Pf';- -,::-:;'.;;:TY OF ~,7\\i) St'U:'.~.t EH REri.~fHe,;£D TG 9U~I:"J::~! "\',H~; C:(;qFOFif~T!r)N 
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.-- greater than or equal to 

Upon acceptance of the SEARCH command. the drive will independently search the defined area of 
the disk for a tag that satisfies the specified condition relative to the tag argument. 

Upon completion of the search, the drive will communicate to the Host. via the READ-SEARCH· 
RESU LT command, the block number and offset within the block of the first tag that satisfied the con
dition. together with the contents of the block. 

4.2 Data Integrity Features 

The drive incorporates the foilowmg features to ensure the integrity of data transfers within the disk 
subsystem, 

4.2,1 Interface Integrity 

The operation of the interface between the Host controller and the device controller consists of the 
transfer of sequences of codes from one controller to the other, The interface definition permIts 
variable length sequence transfers in any of the four modes: COMMAND. STATUS. HOST-RECEIVE 
and HOST··SEND. 

The integrity of the interface is monitored by two panty checks longitudinal and vertical. The 
longitudinal parity check (LPC) is even and is applied to every sequence of codes transferred across the 
interface, The vertical parity check is odd and is applied to each 8-bit code transferred on interface 
data buses, For a complete deSCription of the interface protocol and error checking, refer to the logic 
and Semantic Interface specification, 

4.2.2 Disk Integrity 

Error detection and correction in the M 0 112 is an independent function of the device controller and is 
transparent to the Host system except. for a minor delay in transfer when retry or correction is required 

There are separate Error Correction Codes (ECC) for the address field and data field within each sector 
The device controller computes the data ECC during the writing of each field and records it at the end 
of the field, When the sector is subsequently read. the device controller recomputes the ECC during 
the read and compares the result with the recorded ECC, If the computed and recorded ECC's match. 
the data in the sector buffer is sent to the Host system, If a match is not obtained. the AMC corrects 
the data in the buffer using the recorded ECC, If error correction is not possible. the retry procedure is 
invoked (refer to paragraph 4.32). 

The characteristics of the error correction algorithm are as follows: 

Address Field Length: 

Address ECC: 

Data Field Length: 

Data ECC: 

Detection: 

Correction: 

4 bytes 

16-bit fire code 

256 bytes 

32-bit fire code 

Single error bursts of 32 bits or less 

Single error bursts of 11 bits or less 

The above scheme will accommodate pin hole defects up to 0,001 inch X 0.004 inch approximate 
size and errors due to transient noise bursts of up to 11 microseconds duration, 
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4.3 System Integrity Features 

In order to maximize the integrity of the system as a whole and to minimize the requirements placed 
on the Host system, the following features are incorporated in the MD 112 Mini Disk Drive. 

4.3.1 Positioner Calibration 

The accuracy of head positioning is affected by dimensional changes in the disk and drive due to 
temperature and humidity. precision of disk location. mechanical drift and physical tolerance 
differences between drives. To compensate for these changes and to ensure interchangeability of 
media, the MD 112 Mini Disk Drive incorporates an automatic Positioner Calibration routine that uses 
servo tracks written on each disk. 

4.3.1.1 Disk Initialization 

Disks are initialized at the factory In a controlled environment During initialization. special servo tracks 
are written with extreme positional accuracy at the innermost and outermost track positions of each 
surface USing servo tracks as positlonai references. sector headers and data are written, checked and 
relocated as necessary to produce a fully initialized and certified disk, 

4.3.1.2 Initial Calibration 

When the drive is powered on and whenever a new disk is inserted. the AMC positions the head over 
each servo track in turn and measures the track offset from nominal. An extrapolation from these 
offsets is used by the AMC as a vernier Positioner adjustment on subsequent data track seeks. An in
Itial calibration takes less than i 0 seconds for one disk and less than 15 seconds for two disks 

4.3.1.3 Recalibration 

After initial calibration, the drive periodically recalibrates itself to match the thermal and humidity time 
constants. Recalibration frequency IS initially once every 30 seconds. decreasing to once every 10 
minutes after the first 10 minutes. Recalibration time is less than three seconds for one disk and less 
than five seconds for two disks. 

4.3,2 Retry on Read Error 

Upon encountering a read error, the AMC initiates one of two retry procedures. depending upon 
whether the error was in an address field or data field The following definitions apply to both 
procedures. 

Normal Retry .- a re-read of the sector in question without any Positioner adjustment. 

Offset Retry - a re-read of the sector in question after a plus or minus vernier adjustment of 
the Positioner. 

RETRY PROCEDURE 
Error in Address Field 

2 Norma! Retries 

1 Recalibration 

1 Normal Retry 

1 + Offset Retry 

1 - Offset Retry 

Error in Data Field 

2 Normal Retries 

1 Recalibration 

1 Normal Retry 

1 Error Correction 
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If a successful read is achieved at any step. normal operation is resumed after noting the error for 
statistical purposes. If the entire procedure fails to produce a successful read, an irrecoverable error ex
ists. the Host .System is so notified. and sector relocation is invoked (Refer to paragraph 4.33l. 

Successful retries are transparent to the Host System except for the delay In data transfer. 

Reca1ibration is essenti.ally transparent to the Host ~~tem. It IS manifested as a hesitation in the inter-
face hand-shaking routine. I 

4.3.3 Sector Relocation 

In addition to the 221 data tracks there are. on each side of the disk. two tracks resOf\led for 
maintenance and one track reserved for sector relocation. 

If. dUring operation, a defective sector is detected. the AMC will move it to the reiocation track notmg 

the block address In the relocation table. The relocation table is located In random access memory 
{RAMI and is capable of handling 32 bad sectors per disk. 

The updated relocation table is written In a reserved location on one of the maintenance tracks of that 
dIsk 

. When a disk IS inserted Into the drtve. the AMC reads the relocation table from the maintenance track 
Into the RAM The relocation table IS available to the Host system through the READ-RELOCAT!ON· 
MAP command. 

4.3.4 Write Protection 

Each disk contains a write protect hole which is normally covered by a smali tab. When the operator 
Wishes to prevent the disk from being written on. the tab is removed allOWing a photo-electric circuit in 
the drive to sense the hole 

If the AMC receives a WRITE command from the Host for a disk that is write-protected, it returns a 

status byte to the Host indicating COMMAND-NOT·ACCEPTED and DISK PROTECTED. 

4.3.5 Disk Removal Protection 

When one of the disk access doors is opened. the heads are retracted from both disks and the drive 
motor stops. If thiS occurs during a read or write operation. an error condition wi!! be generated. In the 
case of a write. data on one or both disks may be destroyed. 

The commands LOCK-DOOR and UNLOCK-DOOR are implemented 10 the MD 112 to provide the 
Host system with a means to prevent this occurrence. it is the responsibility of the Host system to 
issue these commands at the appropriate time. 

4.3.6 Media End-ot-Life Warning 

The drive monitors the usage and performance of all disks. Statistics on disk life are stored in the 
mamtenance tracks. When the useful life of a disk is nearing, the drive reports DISK-EXPIRING status 
to the Host system so that the disk may be replaced. 

The drive also w!ll detect various conditions which will cause damage, or further damage, to the drive 
if not immediately attended to and, in such case. reports DANGER status to the Host system. 

~~- .......... _._ .. _ ..... _. ---....... .. ........ _ ..... .. 
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4.4 Media Life Extension Features 

Since all four heads are loaded at the same time and since both disks are rotating at the same time, 
both disks will wain at the same rate. This is true even if only one, or perhaps neither, disk is being 
accessed. 

To minimize this effect and extend the life of the media. the following features are implemented in the 
MD 1·i2. 

4.4.1 Wear Distribution 

When the drive is in the IDLE mode. i.e., no commands are being executed. the servo cruises the heads 
over the disk surface to distribute wear. 

4.4.2 Wear Prevention 

If two minutes elapse without any transfers to or from either disk, the drive will retract the heads and 
stop the drive motor. A command is available to the Host to override this feature. 

The heads will automatically retract if there is a loss of disk speed. 

4.6 Maintenance Features 

The following features have been Incorporated in the MD 112 to aid tn maintenance of the drive. 

4.5.1 On-Board Confidence Test 

A confidence test routme is stored In read-only memory (ROM) in the device controller. At power-on 
time. the AMC executes the confidence test which exercises the device controller and both drives. 

Upon completion of the confidence test. the drive indicates results to the Host system via the DEVICE
ATTRIBUTE-RECORD, 

4.5.2 Interface Wrap-Around Test 

The drive incorporates an interface wrap-around feature which will. when combined with suitable Host 
system software. allow a customer engineer to quickly isolate a fault to either the Host/interface or the 
MD 112 

If the wrap-around test fails. the fault IS on the interface or in the Host system. 

If the test succeeds, the fault is in the MD 112 and further isolation is via the drive stand-alone 
diagnostIcs wIthout further Host involvement. 

4.5.3 Stand-Alone Diagnostic Tests 

The drive has the capability to execute stand-alone diagnostic tests called Maintenance and Test 
Routines (MTR). These MTR's are capable of isolating a fault to a single printed circuit board in 95 per
cent of the faults. 
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5.0 FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

5.1 Recording Characteristics 

Data is recorded on both sides of the disk.s. The disks are soft sectored and pre-initialized to the format 
described in paragraph 8.4. 

Bit. Density: 9000 bits per inch 

1 50 track.s per inch Track Density 

Areal Density: 1.35 x 106 bits per inch' 

Recording Mode Modified Frequency Modulation (MFMI 

5.2 Storage Capacity 

The followin9 capacities exclude one sector per Hack and one track per sUfface reserved for sector 

relocation as well as two tracks per surface reserved for maintenance purposes 

Data Bytes per Sector: 

Data Sectors per Track 

Data Bytes per Track 

Data Tracks per Surface: 

Surfaces per D!sk' 

Data Bytes per Disk 

Disks per Spindle 

Spindles per Drive: 

Data Bytes per Drive: 

5.3 Performance Characteristics 

5.3.1 Positioner Performance 

All times given Include settling time. 

Minimum.: 

Average: 

Full Data Track Seek: 

256 

47 

12,032 ~. 

221 ___ ---

2 

5.318,144 

2 

10,636,288 

Seek Time 

40ms 

100ms 

200ms 
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5.3.2 Rotational Characteristics 

latency times. disk rotational rate. and data transfer rate are as follows: 

Average latency: 

Maximum latency: 

Disk Rotational Rate: 

Data Transfer Rate 

5.3.3 Time to Access a Data Sector 

57.25 msec 

114,5 msec 

524 RPM 

1 .OM bits per sec 

The total time required to randomly access a data sector is as follows: 

Minimum time: 

Average Time: 

Maximum Time: 

Maximum time with recalibration and 
retry (worst casel: 

6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Omsec 

157.25 msec 

368 msec 

6.0 sec. 

Figl)re 1 shows outline details and overall dimenSions of the MD 112 Mini Disk Drive. The following 
table lists the salient charactenstics in both English and metric systems: 

Characteristics English System Metric System 

Length 20.50 Inches 520.7 millimeters 

Height 10.00 Inches 254.0 millimeters 

Width 5.50 inches 139.7 millimeters 

Weight 28tbs, 12.7 kgm 

Shipping Weight 321bs. 14.5 kgm 

7.0 CONTROLS AND INDICATORS 

This section describes disk insertion/extraction controls and the status indicators. 
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7.1 Controls 

Operator controls consist of a pushbutton for each disk which opens the corresponding door (see 
Figure 1) and retracts the cone assembly enabling the disk to be inserted or removed. 

The doors may be locked under program control to preclude inadvertent interruption of drive operation. 

7.2 Indicators 

Two status indicators are provided for each disk The white. ready indicator is illuminated when both 
doors are closed and the corresponding disk IS in place and rotating at the correct speed. The red in
dicator is ilium mated when the disk IS write-protected. I.e., when the write-protect hole in the disk 
jacket is uncovered, 

8.0 INTERFACE 

8.1 General 

The MD 112 Mini Disk Drive IS compatible with the Burroughs OEM Products Standard Disk Interface 
as defmed below, 

8.2 Logic and Semantic Interface 

8.2.1 Logic Interface 

The logic interface is defined in the Logic and Semantic Interface Specification (refer to paragraph 
20L 

8.2.2 Semantic Interface 

The semantic interface is a full implementation of command. status and system Integrity functions 
listed below. For a complete description of these functIOns refer to the Logic and SemantIc Interface 
SpeCificatIon (refer to paragraph 2,0). 

8.2.2.1 Commands 

The commands listed in Table 1 are fully implemented in the MD 112 Mini Disk Drive. 

82,2.2 Status Functions 

Status information is reported by the drive controller to the host controller as required by the Logic and 
Semantic Interface Specifications. The status functIons implemented are shown in Table 2. 

8.2.2.3 System Integrity Functions 

The foliowing system integrity functions are implemented in the MD 112 Mini Disk Drive. 

a. Retry on read error. 

b. Correction of read error. 

c. Relocation of defective sectors. 

d. Protection of system from disk removal. 

e. Detection of disk end of life. 
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Table 1 - Command Summary 
,--"-_ ... 

Requires 
Requires Data 

Commands Seek Transfer _ .................... .....-.-........ --..,.... 

Read I i 

Read S:atistics 1 1 
Group 

1 Read Lo;;ation Map 1 1 

Write 1 L_1 ___ ' 
r - ...,. ~.- , 

Search 1 1 

Read Search Result 1 

Read Device Attribute Record 1 
Group 

" Read Status 1 

I 
L. 

Host Receive MTR 1 

Host Send MTR 1 

Abort Device Controller 

Abort Drive 

Inhibit Motor Stop I 
Set Write Protect I 

Group Reset Write Protect 
3 

Unlock Door 

Lock Door 
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Table 2 - Status Summary 
. 

BYTE 1 BYTE 2 BYTE 3 
- -

BIt ° Drive Address Error Not Ready 
Bit 0, Least 
SignifIcant 

Bit 1 Drive Address Search Unsuc- Disk Expirmg 
Bit 1 cessful 

Bit 2 Drive Address Corrected Write Protected 
Bit 2, Most 

Sigmflcant 

Bit 3 Transfer Delay Command Not New Disk 
Accepted 

Bit 4 N Sectors Before Command Danger 
Read Error 

Bit 5 N Sectors Before Address Errorl Confidence Test 
Write End of Drive Completed 

Bit 6 Operation Mandatory Inter Temporarily Not 
Complete rupt to Host Available 

Bit 7 Interrupt Address Not Unassigned 
Found 

'.n 

'"": 
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8.3 Electrical and Mechanical Interface. 

Th~ electrical and mechanical interface is defined in the implementation Interface Specification (refer 
to paragraph 2.0).' 

8.4 Data Format 

The data format is defined in the Formatted Disk Specification (refer to paragraph 2.0). 

9.0 RELIABILITY AND SERVICE GOALS 

9.1 Reliability 

9.1.1 Mean Tima Between Failure (MTB F) 

The design MTBF is as foHows: 

Drive and Basic Electronics 

Device Controller 

2150 hours 

5000 hours 

NOTE: The design MTBF is calculated from failure rate predictions using MI L Standard #217 B 

9.1.2 Media life 

Minimum disk life is 2 X 106 revolutions on any track with the heads loaded, and 1 X 107 revolutions 
overall. The drive incorporates features designed specifically to extend media life (refer to paragraph 
4.4). 

9.1.3 Error Rate 

The maximum irrecoverable rate is error in 1011 bits transferred. 

Recoverable errors and seek errors are handled completely within the drive by the AMC and are 
noticeable to the Host system only as a minimal decrease in throughput. 

9.2 Service Goals 

9.2.1 Preventive Maintenance 

No preventive maintenance is reqUired 

9.2.2 Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) 

The MTIR is a function of maintenance philosophy. With a PC board replacement strategy. the MTIR 
should be less than 0.75 hour. With a component replacement strategy, the MTIR should be less than 
1.5 hours. 
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9.2.3 Service Life 

Service life for the unit before factory rework or replacement is required tS 7 years or 14.000 hours of 
actual operation time. whichever occurs first. 

10.0 INSTALLATION 

10.1 Power Requirements 

The unit requires the following doc power for the electronic circuits and for the drive motor: 

Voltage" Current. Maximum Current. Minimum 
(VDC) (Amperes) (Amperes) --
+5 14.0 6.0 
+12 7.0 0.5 

-12 3.5 0.5 

NOTE: • All voltages are measured at the d-c power connector on the drive. 

If the power supplies exceed the tolerances. the unit will shut down When the supplies return to nor
mal levels. the system will conduct a standard power-up sequence; no speCial switch-on sequencing is 
required. 

NOise ltmits are as follows 

50 mV RMS 1 Hz to 10 mHz on + 5 V maximum 

100 mV RMS 1 Hz to 10 mHz on ± 12 V maximum 

NOlse spikes may not cause the voltages to exceed the supply tolerances. 

10.2 Grounding Requirements 

TBS 

10.3 Environmental Requirements 

The environmental limIts specifIed for the drive are classified as operating conditions and non
operating conditions. 

10.3.1 Operating Conditions 

Relevant environmental operating conditions include: temperature and humidity. shock and vibration. 
radio frequency radiation. atmospheric pollutants, and altitude and barometric pressure. 

10.3.1.1 Temperature and Humidity 

The drive will operate reliably in an atmosphere ranging from 13°C to 40°C at 20 to 85 percent 
relative humidity. Condensation on or in the drive is not permitted. The maximum allowable rate of 
temperature change is 1°C per 5 minutes, Disks must be stabilized in the temperature and humidity 
conditions under which the drive will be operating. for at least 30 minutes prior to insertion in the 
drive. 

~i!\~~ i.J"J>~.~j!\';f.''-..l " 
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10.3.1.2 Shock and Vibration 

The drive will withstand 0.1 g's peak acceleration in three mutually perpendicular axes over the fre
quency range of 5 to 500 Hz. 

10.3.1.3 Radio Frequency Radiation 

The dnve will operate reliably in an eiectric fIeld not exceeding 1 vOlt/meter rms in the range of 20 Hz 
to 10 gHz. If the Host system environment exceeds this limit. it must provide appropriate shielding .·md 
filtering 

10.3.1.4 Atmospheric Pollutants 

The drive wili operate reliabliy m an atmosphere containing not more than 600 milligrams of dust In 

1000 cubic feet of air by weIght of partIcles (~5 micron diameter), 

10.3.1.5 Altitude and Barometric Pressure 

The dril/e will operate reliably at altitudes ranging from sea level to 3 km (10.000 feet) and at 
barometric pressure rangmg from 20 to 32 Inches of mercury . 

. 10.3.2 Non-Operating Conditions 

Relevant environmental non-operating conditions include: long term temperature and humidity. and 
shock and vibration 

10.3.2.1 long-Term Temperature and Humidity 

The Unit will show no deterioration when stored In an area with temperatures ranging between -40°C 
and + 50°C and with a non-condensing relative humidity ranging between 5 and 90 percent. 

10.3.2.2 Shock and Vibration 

When the unit with the actuator secured is packed in approved container. it may be subjected to the 
following shock and vibration conditions. on ea~h of 3 orthogonal axes. without receiving damage that 
will prevent installation or hinder operation. 

a Shock levels of 5 g's Impulse for 5 to 50 m!lliseconds, of 112 sine waveshape. 

b. Vibration of 15 g'5 acceieratlon In a frequency range from 5 Hz to 500 Hz. 

10.4 Air Flow 

To mamtain the specified unit operating environment in terms of temperature. a minimum continuous 
air flow of 50 cubic feet per minute is required. Incoming air temperature must not exceed 40°C. 

10.5 Drive Orientation 

The drive must be mounted with the doors (and the disks) oriented to a vertical position as shown in 
Figure 1. The drive is designed to be built into a Host system which must provide the cooling air, the d
c operating voltages. and any switches or interlocks needed for personnel safety or for servicing 
procedures. 
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10.6 Connector 

Connection to the Host system input-output subsystem is made via a 60-way stripline connector (part 
number 2767 7012) 

D -c power from the Host system is connected to the unit via a power connector (part number T. B.S'). 

'T8 S -- to be specified 

".0 SAFETY STANDARDS 

The MD 112 Mini Disk Drive complies with relevant product safety standards as issued by 
Underwriters Laboratories. Incorporated; Canadian Standards AssocIation; and other nationai safety 

standards, as required. 

12.0 GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Actual Operation Time (AOTJ - The time power IS connected to the drive. 

Address -- A number that defines the location of the smallest addressabie umt of data in a track (sec
top on the disk The address contams track. surface. and sector iocation information 

Areal Density - A measure of recording density In Units of bits per square inch defined to be track 
density (TPIl tll'nes bit density (BPI! 

A verage Access Time - The time taken for the Positioner to complete all possible seeks (including 
settling at each iocatlon.l diVided by the number of possible seeks 

Bits per Inch (BPI} .-- The number of bits (unformattedl recorded per linear inch on the innermost data 

track 

Byte - Eight bits of data 

Data -- The information transferred to and from the Host system and read back from or recorded on 
the disk 

Disk ---- A fleXible Mylar disk 8 inches in diameter The disk has pre recorded alignment tracks and sec
tor f"!eaders 

Error Correction Code (ECCi -- A coding system that permits the detection and correction of errors in 

the data. 

Falfure .. -- Any unplanned occurrence within the dnve that prevents operation according to the 
speCification. 

Format --- The arrangement by which data is written on the disk with certain code words. address 
words. etc structured in a specific way. 

Head- The magnetic element used to write and read data to or from the disk. The same head is also 
used to read the servo information 

Header -- A set of data that is pre-recorded and serves as the sector mark for the soft sectoring. The 
header contains the preamble. address mark. address. error correction code, status. closing statement 
and gap. 

Idle State - The normal state of the drive when waiting for a new Instruction. 

Interface - The definition of the means by which the Host controls the drive. This consists of the elec
trical signal levels and theIr sequence and the interpretation of those signals. 
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Latency - The time interval needed to arrive at any sector on a given track 3ssumin~1 no Positior!61' 
movement. 

Maintenance and Test Routines (MTR) .. - The formal list of tests that can be applied to the drive or 
subassemblies of the drive to establish which parts 01 the dl'ive are non·functional and to confirm that 
their replace.ment or repair has eiirninated the fault. They are prepared on the assurnp,ion that the 
drive was working prior to the fault and that only one fault exists. 

MaintenanCi3 Tracks --- Special tracks not normally available to the Host system They contain such 
items as the relocation list, the number of retries. the correction algorithms. and the relocated sectors. 

Mean Time Between Failures tMTBF) - The mean of the actual operation time between failures 
measured after the fjrst 200 hours but before 10,000 hours of operation have elapsed. 

Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) --. The average number of hours required to repair a failure. including 
time for diagnosing. repairing and testing the drive. The MTTR figure assumes that repairs are per
formed by trained personnel with the proper tools, documentation, and repair parts and does not in

clude the tIm!';) to determine that the fault lies in the drive. 

Noise Spike .--. Any transient disturbance on the power lines. 

Preventive Maintenance (PM) - The maintenance scheduled to be performed on the drive to increase 
the probability that no parts will fa:l during the actual operation time. 

Re/oeation -- The re-establlshment of a sector to a spare location when the sector is found to contain 
an irrecoverable error. This re·establishment is accomplished within the drive and is normally 
transparent to the Host system. 

Sector - The smallest addressable unit of data on a track. 256 bytes. 

Seek -- The act of moving the Positioner to a new track location .. 

Seek Error -- When the Positioner goes to the wrong track location during a seek operation. or when 
the Positioner exceeds its positional tolerance after the settling timeout 

Servo Track _ .. A reserved track carrying a pre-recorded signal that enables special circuits to use the 
head In the read mode as a position transducer. 

Settling Time -- The time needed in a Seek for the head to come to a stable position on a track within 
the permitted position error 

Soft Sectoring -- A method of detecting sectors on a track by means of Headers pre-recorded on the 
disk; as opposed to hard sectoring whereby the sectors are detected photoelectrically via holes in the 
disk. 

Syndrome - A set of words produced by the error correction code circuits at the end of the sector 
when a sector of data was read and the read data was checked by these circuits. The words are non
zero if an error is detected; they are used in the error correction process. 

Tag - A set of words held in a data buffer and compared with data in a sector. The tag is a Host
supplied parameter of the SEARCH command. 

Track - One 'circle' of data accessed by a head at anyone of the Positioner discrete positions. 

Tracks per Inch (TPJ) -- The average radial density of the data tracKS, being the total number of tracks 
divided by the radial distance over which they are located. 
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MJ) 122 

MINI DISK DRIVE 

PRELIMINARY PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

•• 7 iD' u 18m PY PT 

The Burroughs l1ini Disk Drives are random access storage devices that use 
flexi,bIe disks as the storage media to provide up to 6 million bytes of on-line 
storage and unlimited off-line storage. 

The H:ini Disk Dr! ve Series currently 
conld sts of one model: the MD122. 
The I1D122 includes an adVatlCed 
dev1.ce controller and parallel data 
interface. 

F~:i\TURES -,-----
Tl~ device is soft sectored and 
utilizes H micl.'oprocessor controller 
to control the basic positioner & datu 
channel functions. Two flexible 8 inch 
disks are mounted on a common spindle 
c;. rotated by a single motor. Four 
heads~ mounted on a common assembly 
are moved across the surface of the 
disks by a voice coil actuator. Seek 
positioning is by a photoelectric 
posiUon grating system. To maintain 
position accuracy at 150 TPI, align
ment tracks are located on each disk 
& the microprocessor periodically 
realigns the positioner. 

A unique outer sleeve protects the 
media from damage. The unit is 
deslgned so that the disks can only 
be inserted & removed with the outer 
sleeve in place. A mechanism in the 
drive ensures that when a disk is in
serted it is fully home and latched 
before the outer sleeve can be removed. 

The drives are designed to be in
corporated in host system cabinetry 
with host-supplied D.C. voltages. 

APPLI CATIONS 
The Burroughs MD122 Mini Disk Drives 

1i;.ay be used in a wide variety of 
applications, including: 
-Small Business Systems Data Storage 
-Program Loading 
-Wurd Processing/Electronic Mail 
-Data Entry/Collection 
-Fixed Disk Load/Dl.lmp 

H])1::'2 STANDARD FEATURES ---,,_ .... -
-6 Megabyte Capacity 
-Advanced Microprocessor Controller. 

-CRC Generation 
-Error Detect, Retry and Correct 
-Dual Sector Buffers 
-Sector Relocation 
-File Search using host supplied 

parameters 
-Hedla Wear Monitoring & Warning 
-Error Logging & Analysis 
-Confidence/Diagnostic Tests 

-Parallel Data Interface 
-Interfa.ce Compatibility with 

Burroughs FD2l0 Series of Fixed 
Disk Drives 

.. 
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INTERFACE 

HOST 

Control 

Tlming 

Data 

-. 

Di.rection DIR 

Control CONT 

Power on POR 
rese t -------........ '" 

Host pari.Y HP~ 
control 
Device par. DPe 
con t rol -- I 
Clock CLOCK 

~ 
Host HS 

~-strobe -+I 
I Device DS 

- strobe l 
Data (9) DATAFH _ 
lines 

... Data (9) DATATH 
lines 

TRANSFER FORMAT 

All transfers are formatted 
si.milarily in both directions: 

DEVICE 

9-bit parallel, character serial. 
Data integrity is supported by an 
odd vertical parity check (VPC) with 
each data byte and an even longHudl
oal parity check (LPC) with each 
transfer sequence. The LPC byte 
termi.nating a sequence has an odd 
VPC bit. 

OEM 
Marketing 

LOGIC SIGNALS 

Direction (DIR) and Control (CON): 
these establish the four transfer 
modes as follows 

Transfer BUS 
DIR CONT NODE Dese.rip. Used 

0 0 Status Status DATATH 
1 0 Command Commands DATAFH 
0 1 Host Receive Data DATATH 
1 1 Host Send Data DATAFH 

Host Strobe (HS) and Device Strobe 
(DS)' depending on mode. these 
signal the host or device to read a 
ddta hH; or acknowledge that a data 
bus has been read. See table below. 

Host Parity Control (RPC) and 
Partty Control (DPC): used by 
unit to indicate that the current 
byt(· is a LPC byte. Used by a 
receivi.ng unit to indicate parity 
errors, both VPC and LPC. See table 
below. 

Signal Indication 

Command and Host Send 1'1odes 

HS 
DS 
HPC 
OPC 

Device should read DATAFH 
DevIce has read DATAFH 
LPC by te now on DATAFH 
Parity errOl" on DATAFH 

Host Receive and Status Hodes 

DS Host should read DATATH 
HS Host has read DATATH 
DPC LPC by te now on DATATH 
HP~_~~t:J_~rror on DATATH 

Da.t;;1 bus (DATAFH): a 9-line bus con
sisting of 8 data lines and one 
parHy bit line. DATAFH 7 is the 
most significant bit. Transfer is 
from host. 

Dat,1 bus (DATATl!): same as DATAFH 
except transfer is to host. 

.. 
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LOGIC SIGNALS (continued) 

CLOCK: a self-st.arting, free-running. 
I MHz clock generated by the host. 
Used by device to trigger all 
changes on the interface. 

Power On Reset (POR): generated by 
the host upon power-up or program
matically after. It causes the 
device controller to reset itself 
and connected drives. POR overrides 
any on'-going commands in the devi.ce. 

COMMANDS 

Format: a command consists of a 
variable number of bytes depending 
on the part:l.cular command. The 
first byte consists of two hexl·' 
decimal digits and 1.8 the Itop code': 
fur that command. SubseqlH'nt bytes 
express command pararJcters (e, g. ',' 
drive, sector address, number of 
bytes, etc.). 

Command Set: t.hese are listed in 
three groups below accordlng to 
whether a seek and data transfer 
are both involved, a data transfer 
only, or neither. 

Group 1 
Read 
Read Statistics 
Read Location 

Map 
Write 

Group 2 
Search 
Read Search 
Result 

Read Device 
Attribute Record 

Read Status 
Host Receive 
Maintenance Test 
Routine 

Group 3 
Abort Devlc.e 
Controller 

Abort Drive 
Reset 
Set Write Protect 

Reset Write Protect 
Arm 

Unlock Door 
Lock Door 

Host Send Maintenance 
Test Routine 

Burroughs 

STATUS FORMAT 

The device reports its status 
condition by the transfer of one or. 
more bytes to the host. Set bits have 
the significance shown: 

Hit 
o 
1 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

o 
1. 
:> 
3 

6 .., 
l 

n 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 

Byte 1 
Drive address. bit 0 
Drive address, bit 1 
Drive address, bit 2 (most sig.) 
Transfer delay 
N sectors before read 
N sectors before write 
Operation complete 
Interrupt 

Byte 2 
Error 
Search unsuccessful 
Corrected 
Gomluanel not accepted 
Comma.nd error 
Address error/end of drive 
Mandatory interrupt to host 
Address not found 

Byte 3 
Not ready - Class 2 
Disk expiring - Class 2 
Write protected 
New disk 
Danger - Class 2 
Conf:f.dence test completed 
Temporarily not available - Cl. 2 
Unassigned 

Note: Class 2 indicates a status of 
a "steady state" nature. 

ELECTRICAL INTERFACE 

Supply voltage: +5V ±10% 

Common mode voltage: absolute value 
between host & dev:I.ce grounds must 
be less than 5V. 

e:-
Line drivers/receivers:differntial. 
RS422 compatible, types MC3487-Burr.. 
2767 4498 & MC3486-Burr. 2167 4506, 
or equivalent. 

Line termination: 88.7 ohms %2%. OEM 
Marketing -----.....;;;..-----_._-_._-_ .. _-" .... _._ .. -" .. __ ._, •.. , ... ".' .. __ .. _---------_. 



MD122 TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

STORAGE CHARACTERISTICS 

Data Capacity. 

256 
44 

Data bytes per sector 
Data sectors per t.rack 
Data bytes per track 
Data tracks per surface 

11,264 
139 

2 
3,131,392 

2 
1 

Surfaces per disk 
Data bytes per disk 
Disks per spindle 
Spindles per drive 
Data bytes per drive 6,262,784 

Recordins 

Bit density, bits per inch 7100 
Track density, track per 

ioch l~ 

Areal density. bits per 
inch 1.07 mil 

Recording mode MFM 

PERFORMANCE 

Seek time (settling time inc.) 
average 100 ms 
maximum 200 ms 

57.25 ms 
114.50 ms 

Latency 
average 
maximum 

Tranfer rate 
data rate 
RPM 

1,000,000 bits/sec 
52/~ 

MEDIA 

8 inch mylar disk 
50 microinch coating 
pre-initialized 

Burroughs 
OEM 
~eting_ 

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS 

Supply voltage +5V +12V -12V 
Current, typo 11.lA 2.5A 1.0A 

max. 14.0A 7.0A 3.5A 
Heat dissi.pation lOOW typical 150W Max. 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Operating 
temperature 130 to 400 C 
humidity 20% RH to 85% RH 
(non-condensing) 

Air flow of 50 C.F.H~ 
Non-operating 
temperature -400 to 
humidHy 5% RH to 90% RH 
(non-con.dectsing) 

RELIABILITY 

MTBF 

Drive and basic 
electronics 
Device controller 

2150 hra. 

. 5000 hra 
MTTR, component 

replacement 
board replacement 

1.5 hrs. 

0.75 hra. 

Serv:i.(':e life 7 years 

Data erro'(' rate 
or 14t OOO hra. AOT 

1 :1.n 101 bits max. 

Preventive mainte.nance 
Media life, minimum 

track 
disk 

PHYSICAL 

'Leng tll (in ju.ra) 
Width Un/rom) 
Height (in/mm) 

2.0 x 106 revs 
1.0 x 107 revs 

20.5/520.1 
10.0/254.0 

5.5/139.7 

none 
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Cable: balanced twisted pair, 
charact.eris U c impedance 87 ohms 
±5%. max. cable length 25 ft. 
(7. 6rn). 
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